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CHAPTJ!:R I 

INTRODUCTION 

There are more women in the labor force today than at any other 

time in the nation's history. In 1965 the number of women working was 

about twice as many as it was before World War II. Women have been re-

Sl)onsible for sixty per cent of the tota~ increase in the labor force 

since 1940. 1 This revolution in the structure of women's time has had 

immeasurable impact upon methods of fuifilling family needs. 

The increase in the number of women working outside the home has 

created the necessity of having service workers to perform tasks that 

are no longer the prescribed responsibility of homemakers. Subprof es-

sional occupations have emerged to provide these services and home eco-

nomics educators have found it necessary tto develop curriculum and 

training programs to prepare workers to enter these Job areas. 

Although several programs have been initiated by the United States 

government in an effort to supply the needed workers, the Vocational 

Education Act of 1963 is the legislative action that has resulted in 

the only permanent change in vocational education since the George

Barden Act in 1946. 2 Home economists have conducted various 

1Wilburn Cohen, ''Womanpower in the 1970' s, '' mimeographed report; 
of bhe Brookings Institute Manpower Seminar (Washington, 1967), p. 1. 

2clio Reinwald, "Education for Employment," The Bulletin of 
National Association of Secondary School Principals, 48 (Washington, 
1964), p. 29. 

1 
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experimental projects and have participated in several pilot programs 

that have initiated a number of programs in gainful employment educa-

tion. The three major areas in which programs have been developed have 

been for the training of workers in child care services, clothing serv-

ices, arid food ser~ices. 

One of the ideals in a democracy is that everyone will do acer-

tain amount of work. With increased tech~ology, however, the type of 

workers needed has steadily changed. A major difficulty resulting 

from this change has been in getting people to realize the need for 

workers in non-professional occupations, particularly in service type 

occupations in which knowledge and skills in home economics are used. 

Clothing services is such an area. 

Statement of the Problem 

Many courses in gainful employment have met with a great deal of 

success, however, some classes have not had such attractive results. 

Students have not enrolled in the classes, teachers have been reluctant 

to initiate the program, desirable part-time work experiences have been 

limited for inexperienced persons, and/or students have not entered the 

labor market after receiving training. 

Before any vocational educational program can be successful, there 

must be trainees who feel a need for the training. Swanson has stated 

that 

no student should be permitted in a vocational progr~ unless 
there is evidence that he has the interest, the aptitude, and 
the motivation to succeed. Vocational education cannot be 
effective if it is a "dumping ground" for those who have not 
been able to succeed in academic subjects. Often vocational 
classes have been the exit vestibule from high school for those 
who have already been labeled failures, 'rhe vocational class 



cannot succeed if it consists solely of students who are clas
sified as second-class citizens.3 

Other educators have felt that students should be selected for 

gainful employment classes on the basis of interests, abilities, and 

attitudes. Reinwald has suggested that qualities and aptitudes should 

be the basis for selecting enrollees.4 Another source has indicated 

that general school records, exploratory experiences, activities, and 

3 

test results should be carefully reviewed in determining whether or not 

a prospective student has the ability, aptitude, and interests needed 

to master the skills and knowledge required. 5 

Objectives of the Study 

One objective of this study is to determine if there is enough 

interest on the part of students to enroll in clothing service classes 

if made available in either the secondary schools or in area vocational-

technical schools of Oklahoma. A second objective is to identify the 

attitudes and interests students have about work and clothing service 

occupations that might influence their decisions to select training in 

this area. 

The information received from the study may be used in the follow-

ing ways: 

1. To determine if it would be desirable to provide training for 

3chester Swanson, mimeographed material distributed by the State 
Board of Vocational Education of Oklahoma, Februa~y, 1967. 

4Reinwald, p. 33. 

5vocational-Technical Education in Oklahoma! Distributed by the 
State Board for Vocational Education (Stillwater, 1967), p. 5. 
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the area of clothing services as part of the home economics offerings 

either in local high schools or in area vocational-technical schools. 

2. To acquaint students and teachers with the various occupations 

in clothing services and with the types of activities that would be en-

gaged in for the various occupational services. 

3. To decide the factors of clothing .service occupations that may 

affect the planning or revisions of course curriculums. 

4. To aid in the recruitment of ~tudents. 

Delimitation 

This study was confined to only one area of gainful employment --

clothing services. The sample was limited to a stratified random sample 

of vocational homemaking 9epartments in Oklahoma that do not or have not 

offered gainful employment. Only junior and senior homemaking students 

were included in the study. 

Definition of Terms 

Vocational Education -- Vocational education ts the part of a per-

son's education that trains him to make a contribution to his own well 

being and to society through training for success in employment . It is 

more than training for a job, but it does not equal preparation for a 

profession. The challenge of vocational education lies in the f act that 

it is designed for those people with less than a college education. 

6 Eighty-five per cent of the labor force are in this category. 

6Hen,rietta Fleck, "Vocational Education, 11 Practical-Forecast, 11 
(January, 1966), p. F-9. 
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Gainful Employment -- Gainful employment is that pa~t of vocational 

home economics below the professional level that trains for entry level 

jobs in home economics-related occupations . It is also called occupa-

tional education, gainful occupations, and wage earning, but for the 

purpose of this paper it shall be gainful employment. 

Clothing Services -- Clothing services is one of the three main 

areas of preparation in gainful employment. It is intended to train 

girls for occupations that use skills and knowledge in clothing con-

struction or clothing maintenance. Included in c~othing services are 

such job titles as dressmaker assistant, dry cleaning assistant, alter-

ationist, clothing maintenance specialist, and power machine operator. 

It is sometimes called sewing services. 

Procedure 

A questionnaire was developed to assess general information about 

the students, their attitudes toward work, and their attitudes and 

interests ~oward occupations and training in the area of clothing serv-

ices. 

A review of other theses and the Johnson ~ome Economics Interest 

7 Inventory was made to obtain ideas for designing the questionnaire. 

As a considerabie p9rtion of the questionnaire was concerned about spe-

cific tasks related to various clothing service occupations, the Tenta-

tive Clothing Services Curriculum Guide that had been prepared after an 

intensive study of clothing-related occupations was used to supply ideas 

7Hildegarde Johnson, Johnson Home Economics Interest Inventory 
(Ames, Iowa, 1955). 
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of skills that were peculiar to certain job titles. This curriculum 

guide was developed by trainees in special training programs and classes 

and by m~mbers of the research staff working on a special gainful employ

ment project at Oklahoma State University.8 A tentative questionnaire 

was reviewed by the staff. Revisions were made where necessary. 

The revised questionnaire consisted of three parts, namely: 

(1) personal data, (2) attitudes toward work in general, and (3) atti-

tudes and interests toward occupations in clothing services. The part 

on personal data contained information such as years of high school 

homemaking, clothing construction experience, previous work experience, 

and future plans. Part II was concerned with the reasons for working, 

factors to consider when seeking employment, outlooks on work, and de-

sirable characteristics of a job. Part III acquainted the students 

with job titles in clothing services and assessed their reactions to 

the occupations and to a course that would help them develop skills in 

this area. It also contained a list of activities in various clothing-

related occupations to which they w~re to indicate whether they might 

like or dislike. 

The sampl~ of selecteq schools was stratified by dividing the s t ate 

of Oklahoma into the eight districts that are defined by the College of 

Home ~conomics Extension Service of Oklahoma-State University. Schools 

that offered vocational home economics within the eight districts were 

then divid ed into three siz ed groups according to the number of t each ers 

employed within the individual school system. In order to receive a 

8Tentative Clothing Servic es Curriculum Guide (unpubli shed) 
Oklahoma State Univ ersity, Stillwater, Oklahoma (1966). 
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return of twenty-four schools of the proper size c1,nd district, twice as 

many schools as were planned for use in the study were randomly drawn 

from each sized group within the districts. 

A letter was sent to each teacher of the forty-eight selected 

schools and as the return was greater than the nQmber of schools needed, 

the sample was further limited by randomly selecting one school from 

each size and district pair. There were only bienty-one schools that 

fell within the stratified sample because three districts had a sized 

group that did not indicate willingness to cooperate. 

Questionnaires were sent for all junior and senior homemaking stu-

dents for each of the twenty-one high schools. The homemaking teachers 

were instructed to either administer the questionnaire during class time 

or to allow the students to complete them at hone. The questionnaire 

could be completed in one class period. 

The data were compiled and results were incorporated into tables 

I 

in order to analyze the findings to determine the extent to which the 

objectives of the study had been achieved. 

Organization of the Report 

The report of this study is organized into four chapters. Chapter 

I has presented the problem, objectives, limitations, definitions, pro-

cedure, and organization of the study. 

Chapter II presents a review of literature that pertains to the 

study. 

Chapter III presents the findings from the questionnaire and an 

analysis of the data. 
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Chapter IV presents a SUlill;Ilary of the ~tupy and conclusions reached 

as a resuli of the study. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERA~URE 

.A signifl,cant change in the importance of vocational education 

occurred late in 1963 when the Vocational Education Act was passed by 
. 1 
Congress. This act is the most recent of a number of legislative pro-

cedures that began in 191Twith the .. passag.e, 0£ -the Smith-Hugµ·es ·Act. 2 

It resulted from accumulating evidences that former vocational education 

programs were neither broad enough nor flexible enough to meet present 

or future needs and from the recognition of various social problems. 

Concern for lessening the problems of juvenile delinquency, school drop-

out rates, poverty, and unemployment lead in part to the expansion of 

vocational education as was made possible by the 1963 Vocational Edu-

cation Act. Kemp has stated that the goal for an educational program 

to serve youth with special needs should be dedicated 

to help all people develop their individual interests and 
abilities for work in occupations requiring less than a 
Baccalaureate degree and for which there is or is expecte9 
to be an economic demand; and to encour~ge and prepare per- 3 
sons for continuing study or for training at a higher level~ 

1selected . Education~ of 1963, prepared for the Subcommittee on 
Education of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, United States. 

2walter Arnold, "Fifty Ye~rs of Federal State Partnerships, 11 

American Vocational Journal, lf2 (Washington, 1963), p . 21. 

3 · Barbara Kemp, "The Youth We Haven't Served," u. s. Office of 
Education Pub. No. OE - 8003 . (Washiqgton, 1966), p. 31. 

9 
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The Vocational Education Act of 1963 was preceded by two short-term 

vocational training programs, the Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 and the 

Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 and its authors were able 

to benefit from suggestions made in 1962 by the President's Panel of 

Consultants on Vocational Education. The panel's published report, 

"Education for a Changing World of Work," favored an extended program 

' ' 1 d ' 4 .in vocationa e ucation. 

One of the areas in ~hich vocational education has had particular 

success is home economics. The offerings in home economics have for 

years been directed to assist youth in preparation for homemaking. The 

leaders in home economics are now revising the program to include prepa-

ration for home economics-related occupations. 

The inclusion of gainful employment in home economics is quite sig-

nificant. It means not that a former program has been eliminated but 

5 that a new aspect has been.added. Vocational home economics serves 

high school youth in a number of ways. As listed by Simpson and Barrow, 

home economics will prepare young people for making a home, prepare 

some students for occupations requiring home economics skills and knowl-

edge, and provide a basis for professional preparation for the college-

6 bound girl. Another reference had an additional objective -- preparing 

4Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education, "Education for a 
Changing World of Work," U •. S. Office of Education, Pub. No. 80020, 

. (Washington, 1962). 

5Ellen Champoux, "Emphases on Wage Earning in Home Economics 
Classes .in Kansas," Illinois Teacher of Home .Economics, 8 (1964~1965), 
p. 187. . . . ·--

6Elizabeth, Simpson and Joseph Barrow,. "Flexibility to Meet New 
Challenges in Home Economics :Education," Illinois Teacher _of Home 
Economics, 8 (1964-1965), p. 74. 



students to satisfactorily combine the dual role of homemaker and em-

7 ployee. 

11 

There are many reasons why education for employment is appropriate 

in home economics. Simpson has listed a number of them: (1) As many 

women are and will continue to be employed outside the home, home eco-

nomics as it has been was preparing girls for only half of their dual 

role. (2) There is a sharply dropping proportion of jobs for unskilled 

workers and home economics has the potential for the contribution to 

prepare workers for employment. (3) Home Economics can offer a program 

stimulating to many potential drop-outs, (4) Many of the service 

occupations that have increased are related to home economics. (5) Many 

youth neither get a college education or have job training and home 

8 economics can serve these yoQth. 

Venn reported that some fifty-four per cent of all full-time 

enrollees in vocational programs are in homemaking. It is offered in 

about half of the high schools in the nation and the 9 million dollars 

contributed by the Federal Government have been over-matched by state 

9 and local government. These evidences of popularity also indicate 

that home economics has a strategic place in this new emphasis to assist 

youth. 

7Elizabeth Simpson, "The Vocational Purposes of Home Economics 
Education -- With Focus on Education for Employment," Illinois Teacher 
.£!~Economics, 8 (1964-1965), p. 87. 

8Ibid., p. 88. 

·9Grant Venn,~, Education,.!!!£ Work (Washington, 1964), p. 76. 
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Vocational education is intended for all people who want it, qeed 

it, and have the initiative to obtain it; 10 however, the vocational 

program is more successful when trainees possess attitudes and interests 

in the work for which they are training that are conducive to success 

in their chosen job areas. 

In a nation-wide survey made by Bedford to determine opinions of 

certain faculty members concerning topics that s~ould be included in a 

job orientation course, "vocational aptitudes" and "vocational 

interests" were ranked fourth and fifth out of fifty topic suggestions. 

They were preceded only by three topics, "how to study, 11 ''how to use 

the library," and "planning a course of study," all of which concerned 

h 1 d . 11 sc oo a JUstment. 

Educators at Yale University have stated that the two factors most 

significant for success in any career are ability to perform one of the 

types of work important in that occupation and sufficient interest or 

enthusiasm for the day-to-day activity therein, to capitalize that 

12 ability effectively. By finding out the things one enjoys doing, a 

career can be chosen which will develop strong points instead of one 

h . 11 1 . k 1 d 1 f 1 k f · 13 tat w1 resu t 1n wor poor y one as a resu to ac o interest. 

Interests can be measured in a variety of ways. An analysis of 

interests can be made through a study of hobbies, leisure time 

10vocational Technical Education in Oklahoma!, p. 1. 

11 James H. Bedford, Your Future d.2£ (Los Angeles, 1956), pp. 12-13. 

12 Albert Crawford and Stewart Clement, ed., The Choice of ~ 
Occupation (New Haven, 1932), p. 3. 

13v· · . W 1 Ch . C . Ch . W ld (N 1rg~n1a esterve t, oos1ng ~ areer 2:.B ~ ang~ng or ew 
York, 1959), p. 3. 
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activities, and types of reading enjoyed.14 One should not depend upon 

himself, however, as an expert analyst. Only standard tests, inter

preted by experts, are reliable guides.15 

Attitudes are also an important consideration in obtaining and 

keeping a job. The attitude that work is merely something to be done 

before other pursuits can be enjoyed has no place in the business world 

if success is to be obtained. In a work situation a person will be 

expected to put forth his best efforts -- not occasionally but all of 

the time. Work is more burdensome to the person to whom work is a means 

16 and not an end. Sifferd listed "attitudes and behavior" as reasons 

for not obtaining jobs and he named "attitudes and behavior on the job" 

as reasons for not holding the job.17 

Vocational education is intended to include high school students, 

post high school youth, working youth, adults, and persons with special 

needs. With this wide range of age and ability levels, a major consid-

eration of educators is the level at which the training can be most 

effectively provided. Programs may possibly be offered for varying 

degrees of skill development at different levels in the educational 

system. Upper secondary grades, post high schools, junior or community 

colleges, and adult programs are possible levels. 18 

14 Crawford and Clement, p. 17. 

15 Westervelt, p. 3. 

16 
Crawford and Clement, pp. 15-16. 

17calvin Sifferd, Selecting~ Occupation (Bloomington, Illinois, 
1962), p. 195. 

18Reinwald, p. 36. 
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Ve1m has recommended that two-year colleges should :make vocational 

and technical education. a :major part of their mission and objective. 

He states that toe comprehendve post-secondary educational institution 

will be the key to occupational preparation •. Reasons for having the 

training at this level are: .advanced vocational ~nd technical education 

courses are needed beyond the high school, m~ny occupations are re~ 

quiring more post-high school general and related education, employers 

favor the older employee who has had post-high school training, and 

adults who are continuing.their education seem to favor an institution 

beyond the high school level. 19 

·. Some educators. believe that secondary schools are resistant to 

change·and.fle~ibility in structure and curriculumsand thus cannot pro-

. . 20 
vide .vocational education adequate to meet today's needs~ Venn, how-

ever, contends that secondary schools should establish vocational edu-

cation programs that either prepare graduating youth with occupational 

skills or that prepare them J;or furt;:her occupational education.. Post-

sec;:01;1dary schools can be no stronger than the previous schooling where 

educational foundations are laid. 21 

_ Conant is convinced t.hat to divide students .into separate -schools 

depending upon their academic ability and their vocational ambitions is 

a mistake. !le contends that in ·this arrangement there is no basis fo:i;: 

the growth of mutual understanding between different cultural, religious, 

19 . 
Venn, p. 165. 

2~organ Lewis and Jae.ob Kaufman, "The Role of Secondary· Schools· in 
the Preparati.on of Youth for Work, 11 a paper presented to a convention 
session of the·American Vocational-Association (Denver, 1967). 

21 
. Venn, pp. 166-167. 
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and occupational groups. Some media need to be provided through which 

students from widely different walks· of life· come to know one another. 

By cutting across vocational interests and covering a wide range of 

aptitudes, groups can learn to live together as they later will have to 

in the adult community. 22 

Conant suggests that there should be further utilization of the 

local two-year terminal college course. The principles of the compre-

hensive high school could· be followed .but an expansion might be made. to 

include thirteenth and fourteenth years for work experience programs. 

He also proposes that educators should project the attitude that length 

of education is E,2! the hallmark of its respectability. 23 

Oklahoma is striving to meet the new vocational needs through de-

velopment of area vocational•technical schools. In order to lessen the 

tax burden, such schools would be placed in strategic positions that 

are accessible to all citizens of Oklahoma. The schools will be de-

signed for the high school student to spend one-half of his day at the 

area vocational- technical schoo 1 and one--half of the day at his local 

high school. Full-time training will be available for students who can 

spend the entire day at school and evening classes will be provided when 

demand for such a class develops. 

'I'he pertinence of job preparation for women has recently been 

brought to attention. What a few years ago was a widely discussed issue 

is now a decided trend -- women are working. They are involved in cler-

ical occupations, service work,. operative jobs, and professional and 

22 
James Conant, Education and Liberty (Massachusetts, 1953), pp. 

59-63. 

23 Ibid., p. 57. 
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technical occupations. 24 

The most significant determinants of whether a woman will work are 

her age, education, and husband's income •. Wives of advanced age or 

mothers with young children are less likely to be working than are 

women who are unmarried, have no children at home, have education be-

yond high school, or have husbands who earn less than $10,000. 

Women work primarily because they want the money to improve their 

standard of living. Married women who are employed now earn more than 

one-fifth of their families' income. They are using this money to send 

children to college, to help buy a new house, or to otherwise increase 

25 the family goals. 

One of the new occupational areas of vocational education avail-

able for women is clothing services. Clothing construction and main-

tenance has come to be a much needed service sine~ the change in women's 

roles has occurred. 

Th~ role of clothing in the home economics classroom has changed 

considerably within the century. In a 1900 publication edited by 

Wilson, it is stated that within the last ten or twelve years, nearly 

every public;: school in America ha.de introduced sewing as a .part of. a 

child I s education. Hope was that it would soon become universal. 26 

Great strides have been taken since that time. 

24Helen Brown, Louise Lemmon, and Selma Lippeatt, "The Changing 
Roles of Women, 11 Illinois Teacher .Qf ~ Economics, 10 (1966-1967), pp. 
24-38. 

25 Cohen, p. 3. 

26Lucy Wilson, Handbook of Domestic Science l!ru!..Householcl. Arts, 
(New York, 1900), p. 369. 
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Clothing services as an occupation began quite si,mply. Dress-

maki,ng is an example of this beginning. The first shaped and sewn gar-

ments were products of the home. As they increased in number and became 

more fitted, they required more people and greater attention.· Thus, it 

became necessary to employ those who could sew and had tim~ to make the 

family clothing. 27 

In the late 1920 1 s and early 1940's, women interested in sewing 

28 . . 29 
were encouraged by Baldt and Pickens to sew for recreation, ecori-

omy, self-gratification, creativity, and self-expression. The en-

couragement for women to sew for profit was first noted by the author 

in educational literature in the middle 1950' s. Lowrie suggested sew-

ing as the ideal part- time occupation because i, t could be so easily 

coordinated with other home tasks. She dubbed sewing as a "creative 

f . . 1 d. . f. d h . 11 d · f · ,,30 art, ~inine, c ean, igni ie, p ysica y easy, an satis ying • 

. Included in some of the chapters of her book were ideas for salable 

products, setting up a dressmaking shop, selling a sewing service, and 

. . 31 
~ending to make money. 

Since the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 several 

publications concerning clothing services have appeared. One publi-

cation important to home economists setting up a clothing service 

course is the suggested training program sponsored by the Manpower 

27 Jane Forbes, Dressmaking (Boston, 1917), p. xi. 

28 
Laura Baldt, Dressmaking~ Easy (New York, 1928), P•. v. 

29Mary Brooks Pickens, Sewing.~ Everyone (Ohio, 1944), p. vii. 

30Drtice11a Lowrie,. Sew and~ Money (New York, 1956), p. 5. 

31 
Ibid. 
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Development and Training Act for the clothing maintenance specialist. 

The clothing maintenance specialist is employed in the home to maintain, 

repair, and store the clothing of families or individuals. 32 

Assistance to teachers and students planning a clothing service 

workroom appeared in a recent publication. A report on an experimental 

clothing services nook that was an outcome of a research project at 

Oklahoma State University included ideas for equipment that could be 

33 incorporated into a dressmaking - alteration room. 

Another outcome of the Oklahoma State University research project 

was a tentative curriculum guide for clothing services. This guide was 

prepared to help teachers have a basis for programs in their own local 

schools and it is based on needs peculiar to Oklahoma. 34 

Various programs concerned with clothing service occupations have 

been reported, One such program in Oakland, California, has resulted 

in girls being trained for entry-type jobs such as working in the 

clothing manufacturing industry, working in dry cleaning shops as 

tackers, seamstresses, counter girls, hand pressers, or markers, or 

working in bol)le employment. Some work experience was available through 

a weekly clothing cU.nic where students were able to perform beginning 

· b . 1 h" . 35 JO sin cot 1ng services. 

32clothing Maintenance Specialist, U. S. Office of Education, Pub. 
No. OE - 87005 (Washington, 196Lf). · 

33 Margaret Ann Berry and Grovalynn Gould, ''Planning a Clothing 
Services Nook," Forecast, 12 (1967), p. F-36. 

34Tentative Clothing Services Curriculum Guide. 

35norothy Schnell and Jean Mills, "Education for Gainful Occu
pations Related to Home Economics - In California," Illinois Teacher 
of~ Economics, 8 (1964-1965), p. 156. 

•, 
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An unusually successful adult class in alterations for wage earn-

ing was held in Florida. Findings from this experience indicate that 

recrQitment, qQalified teachers, certification of trainees, and facil:t-

ties are some of the major factors concerned in a clothing service 

36 
class. In another study, Starck indicates that home economics train-

ing in textiles and a:rt related to fabric design could help students 

f ' 11 · f b . 37 prepare or occupations se 1ng a rics. 

With expansion and acceptance of the new emphasis in vocational 

education, and particularly in gainful employr.1ent, more studies and 

program development aids can be expected. As gainful .employment is 

young, there has not been time for a wealth of literature to appear in 

specific gainful employment areas such as clothing services. Publi-

cations, then, can be awaited with anticipation. 

36Gladys Hutchinson, "Clothing Alterations: A First Attempt in a 
Home Economics Course for Wage Earning," Illinois Teacher .Qi. Home 
Economics, 8 (1964-1965), p. 313. 

37 Helen Starck, "A Report of Two Studies With Implications for the 
Education of Fabric Sales Clerks, 11 Illinois Teacher of ~ Economics, 
8 (1964-1965), p. 147. 



CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

The d~ta for this study were obtained through a questionnaire. The 

questionnaire conshted of (1) personal data, (2) attitudes toward work 

in general, and (3) attitudes and interests toward clothing service 

occupations •. While the number of schools that were willing to cooperate 

in the study exceeded the amount to be used, the final number of par

ticipating schools was nineteen. Six of the schools participating were 

large, six were rnedium, and i;even were s.mall schools. There were 533 

students responding in the study. 

Description of the Group Studied 

Although the group studied consisted of junior and senior high 

1;1chool homemaking students, the number of years the girls had taken 

homemaking varied. Approximately one-'half (43.3%) of the students were 

completing their third year of homernakingand almost one-third (30.8%) 

were finishing their fourth year.·. A smaU per cent of the girls (4.1%) 

had five years of homernaking .. (Table I). 

When asked the amount of previous clothing construction experience 

they had had, slightly over one-half (51.4%) indicated that they rnade 

· "some" of their clothin,g. -Approximately one .. fourth (24 .6%) do very 

little sewing, while almost one-fifth (18.6%) made most of their (or 

.another person's)clothing. Only a small percentage (4.9%) do no sewing 

20 
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at all outside of homemaking class (Table II). 

TABLE I 

NUMBER OF YEARS OF HOMEMAKING 

Number of Years 

1 2 3 4 5 
N % N % N % N % N % 

43 8.4 68 12.8 231 43.3 164 30.8 · 22 4.1 

TABLE II 

PREVIOUS CONSTRUCfION EXPERIENCE 

Experiences N % 

Make most of my own (or another person's clothing) 99 18.6 

Make some clothing 274 51.t.f 

Do very little sewing 131 zt..,.6 

Do no sewing outside home economics class 26 4.9 

No answer 3 0.6 

Babysitting was reported to be the type of work experienced most 

by the g;i.rls. Exactly two-thirds (66.6%) of the group had wor)<ed as 

baby-sitters. One-fourth (2,5.5%) of the students had served as wait-

resses and about one-sixth (16.1%) had worked in offices. Less than 

one-tenth (7 .7%) had clerked and approximately one-tenth (9.6%) had not 

worked at all. Almost one-third (30.6%) of the group had work experi-

ence in jobs other than those Usted in. the questionnaire (Table III). 

Twenty-seven other work experiences were written in by the girls. 

The amount of work e~perience that was added most frequently had to do 
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with some type of food service. Among food service occupations mentioned 

were cook, car-hop, fountain girl, dietitian, and bakery helper. Sev

eral others have worked in housecleaning services, yard or field work, 

and Neighborhood Youth Corp. A fewer number 1 is ted nurse I s aid, 

teacher's aid, library assistant, hairdresser, and switchboard operator 

as examples of work experiences they had had. 

·· Experiences 

Babysitting 

Waitress 

TABJ.,E III 

PREVIOUS WORK·• EXPERIENCE 

N 

355 

136 

Office worker 86 

Clerk 41 

None 51 

Other 163 

% 

66.6 

25 .5 

16.1 

7.7 

9.6 

30.6 

A majority of the girls plan some type of further education after 

high school graduation. About two-fifths (42.0%) of the girls wish to 

tt:"ain for a specific occupation after they gra:duate, while ov.er one

third (34.3%) plan to complete a four-yea:r college program. Although 

one-fifth (21.8%) of them foresee full-time work in the future, one:" 

fourth (25.9%) of them plan to work only part time and two-fifths (39.2%) 

expect ma~riage. A small per cent (3.1%) have other plans -- all of 

which indicated some branch of the women I s military service (Table IV). 



Plans 

TABLE IV 

FUTURE PLANS 

Go to college and plan to complete a four-year 

Train for a specific job such as beautician or 

Work fuU time 

Work part time 

Marriage 

Other 

Summary of Personal Data 
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N % 

program, 183 34.3 

secretary 224 42.0 

116 21.8 

138 25 .9 

209 39.2 

17 3.1 

Most of the students responding to the questionnaire were complet

ing their third or fourth year of homemaking and they were responsible 

for the construction of some clothing. Very few of the girls had not 

had some type of employment. A lllajori ty of the girls had been baby- · 

sitters and there had .also be~n employment in a large number of jobs 

that were not listed in the questionnaire. 

Some type of continued education is planned by most of the re

sponqents •. Full"'. or part-dme work is expected by more than are antici

pating lllarriage. Girls planning for a future other· than items listed 

on the questionnaire indicate that they want some type o~ milit!ary 

service. 

Attitudes.Toward Work 

The reason for working chosen b)t the largest number of students 

was to earn money (83.9%). Approximately three-fourths (72.8%) 
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indicated they would work because of self-satisfaction and accomplish

ment and only slightly over one-fifth (21.2%) will work to please par

ents, fl;'iends, or other people (Table V). 

To 

To 

To 

To 

To 

To 

To 

!ABLE V 

REASONS FOR WORKING 

Reasons 

earn money 

have self-satisfaction and accomplishment 

achieve success 

gain persond development 

be of service to mankind 

have fellowship and companionship 

p 1 ease parents , friends, or other people 

N % 

447 83.9 

388 7 2.8 

342 64.2 

330 61.9 

230 43.1 

218 40.9 

U3 21.2 

By the largest number of girls checking amount of pay as a factor 

to consider when selecting a job, the students reaffirmed that their 

reason for working was for earning money. Over three .. fourths (76 .9%) 

of the girls marked amount of pay as a major factor and only a few less 

(75.8%) chose type of work. Working conditions were a concern to over 

two-thirds (69.6%) of the group .and almost one-half (49.3%) of the stu

dents indicated that they would seek possibilities for advancement and 

promotion. A slightly fewer number (47.5%) were concerned with the 

amount of training required and just below that was security in keeping 

the job (46.1%). Very little difference was noted in what they said 

they would consider concerning the. number of hours worked (38.3%) and 

location (37 .5%), but there was a considerable drop to benefits (26 .6%) 
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and then in la1;1t place, status of job (15 ,0%) (Table VI). 

TA~LE VI 

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING A JOB 

Factors N % 

. Amount of pay 410 76.9 

Type of work 404 75.8 

Working conditions . 37l 69.6 

Possibili~ies for advancement and promotions 263 49.3 

Amount of training required 253 47.5 

Security in keeping the job 246 46.1 

Number of hours worked 204 38.3 

Location 200 37.5 

Benefits 142 26.6 

Status of job 80 15.0 

Approximately the same number of girls rated "would be proud to 

have a job," ''would take pride in work, 11 and ''would find satisfaction 

in work" as outlooks on work that would be most characteristic of them. 

l'he percentages varied only from 31. 7% to Z8.5%. Very few students 

thought that having a job would add prestige to .them and nobody indi

cated that to avoid all work possible was most important to her. Having 

prestige in a job was the fourth choice of most of the responding girls 

(48.8%) · and avoiding all work possible was most often the fifth choice 

(85.9%).as seven-eighths of the girls put it in last place. None of 

the ite~s that were listed for outlook on work received a total of 100 

per cent because several of the students gave only their first and fifth 
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place ratings (Table VII). 

TABLE VII 

RATINGS OF THE OUTLOOKS ON WORK 

Percentages: in Rank Order 
Outlooks 1 2 3 4 5 

Would be proud to have job . 28.5 17.1 26.5 11.6 1.1 

Would avoid all work possible o.o 0.8 0.4 2.3 85.9 

Would find satisfaction in working 29 .1 20.6 2L• .6 10.9 0.4 

Would have prestige in having a job 2.3 9.2 15.0 .48.8 2.8 

Would take pride in work 31. 7 28.1 16.3 4.7 0.9 

In order to assess the specifics about a job that was desired by 

the girls, fifty job characteristics were listed on the questionnaire. 

These characteristics were such that they applied to work in general. 

· For each of the fifty i terns, the students ·responded by checking in a 

"like" or "not like" column. The group was then divided into thirds 

according to the per cent of girls indicating that they would like a 

particular characteristic. The group containing the characteristics 

desired by two• thirds or more of the students had twenty-two i terns • 

. Eleven items were inc,luded in the group . .that was desired by one-third 

or less of the respondents. 

High concern was placed upon the social aspects of the work,. en

vironment, salary,.advancement opportunities, dress, the job itself, 

and relationship with customers. The highest ranked work characteristic 

was development of several skills on the job. To learn a number of 

skills was indicated as being desired by 95.1% and work providing a 
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number of activities was wanted by 91.2% of the girls (Table VIII). 

Work for which one would receive appreciation was rated second 

highest (94.7%). Additional concern for customer relations was evident 

as 7.7 .9% were willing to please customers and 71. 7% wanted work where 

maintenance of customer good will is essential. 

The group sampled showed much desire to be with others. Work that 

puts one in contact with tnany different people was liked by 91.9% of 

the students, work that involves association with both children and 

adults was chosen by 84 .6% and 80. 7% selected work in which many others 

are present. 

Over nine-tenths (91.5%) of the girls would like work where neat 

dress is required and 8809% want it in a clean, decorated establish

ment.(Table VIII). 

Half as many of the items feU in the characteristics clesired by 

one-third or less of the respondents than were in the characteristics 

desired by two-thirds or more. Only eleven work characteristics were 

cliosen by one-third or less of the students and these tended to be 

opposite of the characteristics that were desired. Concern was again 

evidenced for the social aspects, environment, and job itself. The 

least liked work characteristic was pressul;"e to meet deadlines for only 

11.3% felt that this characteristic of the job was one they would want. 

Approximately one-fourth of the group desired work where noise is always 

present (24.2%), work that involves only one part of something (24.2%), 

and work that is an identical task every day (25.3%). Only 26.5% want 

an occupation where no decisions are necessary. The env;i.ronment desired 

by 17 .4% is one located in a busy, unglamorous place. Socially, just 



TABLE VIII 

JOB CHARACTERISTICS CHECKED BY TWO-THIRJ)S OR MORE 

Characteristics 

Work in which I develop several skills 

Work in whi~h I receive appreciation for what I have done 

·work in which salary is guaranteed 

Work that puts me in contact with many different people 

Work where neat dress is required 

Work where I could have a variety of activities 

Work in which there is opportunity for advancement 

Work that gives satisfaction from having improved something 

Work that is in a clean, decorated estabUshment 

Work that involves association with both adults and children 

Work in which many others are present 

Work that allows opportunity for overtime 

Work where I try to please customers 

Work that is definitely a specified number of hours per week 

Work in which my opinions and decisions are nec;:essary 

Work in which maintenance of customer good will is essential 

Work i.nwhich I must keep up-to-date i.n new products 

Work in which I manage my own time and energy 

Work that can be done in or near a homelike atmosphere 

Work that must be done in a business establishment 

Work that involves many employees 

Work done by ha.nd 

28 

% 

95.1 

94.7 

92.3 

91.9 

91.5 

91. 2 

90.2 

89.5 

88.9 

84.6 

80.7 

78.9 

77 .9 

74.7 

73.2 

71.7 

71.1 

69.9 

69.4 

68.1 

67.7 

67.2 
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22.1% desire their only contacts to be other employees .and 22.9% want 

work that allows them to be mostly alone (Table IX). 

TABLE IX 

JOB CHARACTERISTICS CHECKED BY ONE-THIRD OR LESS 

Characteristics 

Work that demands rapid production 

Work that takes me into other people I s homes 

Work that involves only adults 

Work iri''which no decisions are necessary 

.Work in which I would do an identical task every 

Work that involves only one part of something 

· Work where noise is always prel:!ent 

Work that allows me to be mostly alone 

day 

Work in which my only other contacts are other employees 

Work that is located in a busy, unglamorous place 

Work in which there i.s great pressure to meet deadlines 

Summary of Attitudes Toward Work 

% 

31.7 

29.8 

28.5 

26 .5 

25.3 

24.2 

24. 2 

22.9 

22.1 

17.4 

11.3 

The replies of the respondents would seem to indicate that the 

majority of students had whole!iome and desirable attitudes toward work 

in general. The outlooks chosen by the group were those usually con

sidered as some that would contribute to being a conscientious employee. 

Money was listed as both the main reascn for working and the major 

factor to consider when selecting a job. Other important reasons for 

working included self-satisfaction and accomplishment, success, and 

personal development. 
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Type ·of work and working conditions were the only other factors. to 

be considered when choosing a job that received a majority of checks. 

The three·highest rated outlooks toward work, ''would be proud to 

have a Job," ''would find satisfaction in warki,ng, 11 and ''w<,rnld take 

pride in work," had only a 3. 2% difference. .Each received about one

third of the first place ratings. "To avoid all work· possiblell was· the 

lowest ranked outlook. 

In choosing job characteristics :the ijirls:wanted variety, appreci

ation, guaranteed salary,, work with other people, and neat dress. in an 

attractive busines~ establishment. What they least liked were the 

things that were~opposite · to what they indicated they would like in a 

job. 

Attitudes and Interests Toward 8lothing 

Service·Occupations 

After reading a list of clothing service·occupations and a brief 

description of each, the students were asked if they would be interested \ii 

in becoming trained in one of; the jobs listed. Over one-third (35.3%) 

of the girls said they would like to have this training. Over two-fifths 

gave an affirmative reply when asked if they would take a course ;Ln 

their high school to prepare them for such an occupation (Table·X). 

An indication of the reason that more were·willing to take the 

. course than wanted to be trained was. :found in the reasons. they listed 

for enrolling or not enrolling in a clothing services. class. the most 

frequently listed reasons :for taking the course were: . "because of 

interest in clothing and sewiD;g," "for personal use," "to learn more~" 

"for use in future home,'' "to use for work or as. something to fall back 
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on, 11 "for experience," or "because of the bebef thc;tt every gir 1 should 

know how to care for clothing." 

TABLEX 

iNTEREST IN CLOTHING SERVICE OCCUPATIONS AND CLASS 

Questions Yes No 
N % N % 

Would you be interested in being 
trained in a clothing service 
occupation? 188 35.3 337 63.6 

Would you be interested in taking 
a course in clothing sei;-vices if 
it were offered in your school? 237 44.6 284 53.3 

Less frequently mentioned reasons were that they may ''benefit or 

enjoy it, 11 "it never hurt anybody," "it would supplement home economics," 

or for "cui;-iofdty." 

Thirt,y-one reasons were given for NOT taking the course. The 

reason most frequently cited was simply "not interested." One hundred 

and eleven girls, 39.1% of those saying they would not take the course, 

responded in such a way. One-fo~rth (25.0%) of the g;i.rls stated they 

had other interests. The next most frequent reason given was that they 

did not like to sew or work with clothing. 

Other reasons stated a number of times included: "too simple, dull 

Of boring," ''do not like th;i.s type of work, 11 or 11do not want to work on 

other people I s clothing." Some of the other reasons stated by a small 

number of the respondents were: "not enough patience," "sewing makes 

me nervous," ''not enough pay," "not interesting," "do not like the 

pressure, 11 "would never use the training, 11 or "can get the information 

from the regular homemaking class. 11 
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The data concerning the types of clothing service occupations the 

group desired were recorded in two ways -- by the occupation most de

sired by the girls and according to the percentage of activities re

qu~red of the occupation that they checked as one they would like. An 

effort was made to determine if size of school had any bearing upon the 

answer given by the girls. 

As it had been wondered by members of the Gainful F.inployment Re

search Staff at Oklahoma State University if glamour were not a factor 

that girls seek in a job, the occupation of dress design helper was in

cluded in the questionnaire to determine if students might select it 

because it is a more glamorous title than terms most conunonly used. 

Dress design helper is not an occupation suggested in the tentative 

curriculum guide for Oklahoma, but rather it was added to the list. 

According to the findings, glamour may be the reason for the large 

number of girls selecting this occupation. Almost three times as many 

girls checked dress design helper as their first choice than checked 

~he next highest occupations which were specialized seamstress and dry 

cleaning assistant. Both of the latter were selected by 13.8% of the 

group. The two selected least were dressmaker assistant (6.4%) and 

alterationist (5.3%), however, the actual work of the dressmaker assist

ant and the dress design helper are almost identical (Table XI). 

Little difference was noted in the average percentage of amount of 

activities desired that correspond with the activities required in the 

occupation. Five of the seven percentages were between 63.5% and 68.4%. 

The other two were alterationist, (72.2%) the highest percentage, and 

power machine operator (57.1%) the lowest percentage. 



TABLE XI 

OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED AN INTEREST 
IN . CLOTHING SERVICE~ TRAINING' 

Job Titles N 

press design helper 68 

Specialized seamstress 26 

Dry cleaning.asshtant 26 

Power machine operator 19 

Clothing maintenance spec:j.alist 16 

Dressmaker assistant i2 

Alterationist 10 

33 

% 

36.2 

13.8 

13.8 

10.1 

8.5 

6.4 

s.3 

There appeared to .be no meaningful pattern exhibited in type of 

occupation desired or percentage of activities liked by the girls 

choosing specific occupations in relation to the size of the school. A 

main factor affecting.average percentages of occupational activities 

U~ed by the girls was the number of girls who had chosen the occupation. 

The average was more representative when a number of persons had listed 

it. . When only a few had chosen the occupation, there often were not 

enough scores to. average· out the unusually high· or low percentages· 

(Tal>le XII). 

Summary to Attitudes and Interests Toward 

Clothing Services 

More students indicated an interest in ta~inga course :j.n clothing 

services than would want to be trained ,for a clothing:-related occupation. 



School 
Size 

Large 

Medium 

· Small 

Averages 

TABLE·.xn 

PERCENTAGE OF OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITIES LI~ED BYGIRLSDESIRING THE OCCUPATION 

Oceupational Titles 

Dry -Cleaning Power Machine Altera- Dressmaker Dress Design Specialized Clothing Maintenance 
.. Assistant ·Operator tionist .· Assistant Helper Seamstress Specialis.t: 

% % % % % % % 

66.6 61.5 70.6 69.2 64.9 64.3 37.0 

69.0 55.7 69 .. 5 49.2 62 .. 1 68.1 74.1 

57.5 53.8 88.9 79.6 69.9 71.4 65.5 

65.2 57.1 72.2 63.5 65.0 68.4 67.5 

w 
~ 



· The reasons given by the respondents were that many of the girls are 

·interested· in having the knowledge for their perso~al use and not for 

earning .. an income. 
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The routinen~ss of a clothing service occupation does not appeal to 

. nJany girh •.. A number of girls· are opposed to working on other people's 

clothing or they do not like that type of work. 

Dress design helper is the occupation desired by many more girls 

.than was any other job in clothing services. In fact, several girls 

expressed ai;t.interest in taking.the course only if they could have 

·assistance in dress designing. 

Although alterationist was the occupation least desired; the girls 

checking this seemed to have a bett.er understanding of the activities 

involved than did those for any of t.he other occupations. Those de

siring to .be a power machine operator tu;ld the least concept of what this 

occupation entailed. 

· Although size of town- had no noticeable bearin~ on the girls 1 

realistic concept of what they indicated they like' to do and what they 

.would have to do on the job, it is quite eviclenr;·that the students are 

· unaware of what they woµld have t;o do in the .occupations that they 

selec;ted. 



CHAPT~R IV 

SUMMARY I ·. CONCLUSIONS I . AND. RECOMMENDA'rIONS 

Summary 

· The objectives of this study were: (l) to determine if there was 

enough interest on the part of students to enroll in clothing service 

classes if made available in eithet the secondary schools or the area 

vocational-technical schools of Oklahoma.and (2) to identify the atti

. tu.des and interests students have about work and clothing service 

occupations that might influence their decisions to select training in 

this area, 

It was hoped that the information obtained in the study could be 

used to assist in: 

1. Determining if it would be desirable to provide train;i.ngfor 

the area of clothing services as part of the home economics offerings 

e:l.ther i.n local high schools or in area vocational-technical schools. 

2. Acquainting students and teachers with the various occupations 

in clothing services and with the types of activities that would be en

gaged ip for the various occupational services. 

3. Deciding the factors of clothing. service occupations that may 

aUect the planning or revisions of course cur;dculums ~ 

· 4. Aiding in the recruitment of students. 

+be.study was limited to junior and senior homemaking students 

from selected high schools in Oklahoma that offer vocational home 

36 
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economics. 'l'he schools were randomly selected according to size and 

district. A. total o:I; 533 girls from nineteen responding schools par• 

· ticipated. 

The instrument used for obtaining the data was a questionnaire. 

The questionnaire was developed to obtain personal data, attitudes 

toward work in. general, and attitudes and interests towarq occupations 

in clothing services. 

Cone lus ions 

. . 
·· From data obtained· in this study, the writer has come to the fol-

lowing conclusions regarding the extent to which.the two objectives 

have been achieved: 

· For obj eoUve one., which was to dete:a;mine if there ·was enough 

interest on the part of students to enroll in clothing service classes 

if made available in either the secondary schools or the 4rea vocational-
. ' 

technical schools pf Oklahoirla, the writer. believes. that there was suf• 

ficient evidence to question the advisa.bflity of offering clothing 

service classes .in the majority of ·secondary s.chools in· Oklahoma. 

·. A minimum .of ten students is :i;:-ecommended for a gainful employment 

class. Because the number of students in this study that indicated in .. 

tere~t in tra.inin~ for an .occupation in clothini:;. services does not 

average to ten students per school, it would seem that clothirig services 

should not be included in the homemakiiig programs of medium .and small 

secondary schools •. On the bads. of th:i,.s study and unless the students 

change their reactions,. there wou.ld not be en~mgh interested students 

to justify the expense of setting t,tp. the course. 
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The type of school in which clothing service classes seemed more 

feasible was area vocational-technical schools. These schools could 

possibly offer cooperative courses with other vocational classes which 

might stimulate interest for prospective trainees. Alterationist and 

dry cleaning assistant are examples of clothing.service occupations 

that could be taught cooperatively with another area -- distributive 

education. As the respondents indicated much interest in being with 

other people and with meeting clientele, perhaps being able to learn 

selling techniques would both glamorize and strengthen training for an 

alterationist or dry cleaning assistant. Dress design helper is an

other clothing service occupation that could be combined with a dif

ferent vocational training .area. Taking courses in art could be bene

{~cial to the clothing service trainee aspiring to be a dress design 

helper. 

The writer realizes that students are not the only reason a course 

is offered. There must also be a need fo,; the trained worker. Student 

interest, however, is the concern of this study and the writer believes 

t;hat these interests were assessed. 

The second objective, to identify the attitudes and interests stu

dents have about work and clothing service occupations that might in

fluence th.eir decisions to select training in this area, resulted in the 

following conclusions based Qn data obtained in this study: 

1. Responses indicated that the respondents held wholesome atti

tudes toward working in general and that they possessed desirable out

looks on work. Some of the outloQks they seem to have were that they 

would take pride in their work, would be proud to have a job, and would 

find satisfaction in working. They are interested in the social aspects 
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e>f worlc, environment, salary, advancement opportunities, dress, the job 

itself, and relationship with customers. 

· 2. Most girls do not seem interested in gainful employment edu

cation in clothing services and some of those who indicated that they 

were interested did not want the training for use in an occupation but 

rather they wanted it for personal use. 

3. Glamour seemed to be a rnajor factor in whether the girls indi

cated that they wanted to train for an occupation in clothing services 

and in which occupation they thought would interest them if they did 

desire the training. 

4.. Most respondents who· :lndicated that they wanted gainful employ

ment training did not appear to be aware of the activities that were 

involved in the occupations that they listed as their first choices. 

5. There seems to be a need to create· interest in clothing serv

ices before it will be successful with secondary school students. 

Recommendations 

The writer makes the following suggestions for further study: 

1. An item analysis of the instrument as used and revisions as 

would seem desirable. 

2. A further study using. the laJ:ge, non-vocational schools. in 

metropolitan areas along with a community survey to determine occQ

pational needs of the community.· 

3. ·Asimilar study with adults. 
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April 19, 1967 

Dear 

I am working on a master's degree at Oklahoma State University and 
as a basis for my thesis I am using a problem concerning the attitudes 
and interests of high school girls toward occupations in clothing serv
ices. I hope to assess these attitudes and interests through a question
naire dealing with students' feel;i.ngs .of work and of clothing services. 
The sample that I plan to use ha selected number of s~hools in Oklahqma 
where courses in gainful employment are not currently being offered. 

Would you be willing to cooperate in this endeavor by administering 
.a questionnaire to your junior and senior homemaking classes? The 
questionnaire co1,1ld be completed in one class period or the students 
might take it home to complete. · 

I hope that the results of the questionnaire will reveal some ideas 
for the age level at which clothing services can be effectively taught, 
:for recruitment, and for ac;:qQainting students with occupations in cloth .. 
ing services. I am sure that you will be interested in hav:i,ng the re
sults of my findings so I will be happy to make them available to you. 

Please fill in the enclosed card and return it to me at your 
earliest convenience. 

I look forward to working with you. Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

M~rgaret Ann Berry 
Encl. 
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P1;?rsonal Data 

1. School_,,... __ ..,_..._.,.... ___ __,..,.....-__, __ ,....__, ______ __,__,. ______________ ___ 

2. Years of Homemaking :l 2 3 
Circle one 

4 

3. Previous experience in clothi,ng construction (check one) 

5 

___ make most of my clothing and/or another person's clothing 

--- .. make some Clo thing 

·---- do very little sewing 

___ do no sewing at all outside of home economics class 

4. Previous work experience (indicate length of time at each job) 

baby sitter 

-....-- clerk 

waitress ---
office worker ---

___ others (specify) 

5. Plans a£ter graduatic;m from high school •. (may check more thap. one) 

go to college and plan to complete a four;.year progralU 

train for a specific job such as beautic:i,an or secr~tary 

__ work full time 

___ work part time 

--- Jnarriage 

__ other · (specify) 



Questionnaire 

1. Of the following reasons for working. c;heck the four (4) reasons 
that are of most importance to you. 

to achieve success 

to gain personal development 

to earn money 

to have fellowship and companionship 

to have self-satisfaction and accompU.shment 

to please parents, friends, or other people 

to be of service to mankind 

2. Of the following factors to consider when choosing a job, check the 
five (5) factors that you consider most important. 

security in keeping the job 

- amount of training required 

location 

~ working conditions 

benefits such as vacation, sick pay, insurance 

possibilities for advancement and promotion 

type of work - interesting 

nwnber of hours worked 

amount of pay 

status of job 

3. Rate these outlooks on work in the way that you feel they apply to 
you. The one you feel is ~ applic.able t.o you would be numbered 
1 and the one you feel is ~ applic.able to you would be numbered 
5. 

WOl.lld be proud to have a job 

would avoid all work possible 

would find satisfaction in working 

would have prestige in having a job 

would take pride in work 
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After reading each job characteristic below, 
Mark in column one (1) if it is a characteristic that you~ like. 
Mark in column two (2) if it is a characteristic that you would D2J;. like. 
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~IKE NOT LIKE 

1. Work in which I would do an identical task every day • • 
2. Work in which I am mostly seated ••••••••••••• 
3. Work that puts me in contact with many different people. • 
4. Work ~hich involves association with both adults and children. 
5. Work .in which I must keep up- to-date in new products • 
6. Work where I try to please customers • 
7. Work where competition is keen ·• , , , •.••••• 
8. Work in which I develop several skills ••••• , 
9. Work that is located in a busy, unglamorous place. 

\0. Work that gives satisfaction from having improved something. 
11. Work in which my job would be only part time •••••• 
12, Work in which thet:"e is great pressure to meet deadlines. 
13. Work where type of dress does not matter ••••• 
14. Work in which no decisions are necessary , •••• 
15, Work in which my only contacts are other employees 
16, Work that demands rapid prod~ction. , • , , ••• 
17. Work in which my opinions and decisions are necessary. 
18, Work in which I receive appreciation for what I have done, 
19. Work in which I may d9 $Orne selling •• , ••••••••• · 
20. Work in which maintenance of customer good will is essential 
21. Work that must be done in a business establishment • , • , , 
22. , Wot:"k where neat dress is required. • • • • • , . • • , • . • 
23. Work where major decisions are made by someone more experienced. 
24. Work where I could have a variety of activities •.•• 
25. Work that can be done in or near a homelike atmosphere 
26. Work in which there is opportunity for advancement 
27. Work in which I would be mostly on my feet •.• 
28. Work that involves only adults •••••••••• 
29. Work in which I manage my own time and energy ••. 
30. Work that demands irn,igination and resourcefulness. 
31. Work done with a machine ••• , ••••••••• 
32. Work in which I have responsibility for handling money 
33. Work that is scheduled by customer demand. 
34. Work that includes completion of a product; •• 
35. Work done by hand, ••••••.••••••• 
36. Work that involves only one part of something. 
~7. Work where noise is always present •• 
38. Work where competition is keen • • ·• • • • 
39, Work that ailows me to be mostly alone , . , 
40. Work that is definitely a specified number of hours per week 
41. Work for which I am trained in one skill 
42. Work in which salary is guaranteed •••. , 
43 •. Work in which many others are present.,. 
44.. Work that .allows opportunity for overtime, 
45. Work that is in a.clean, decorated establishrn~nt 
46. Work in which my speed, ability, and output determine salary 
47, Work that involves many employees •••••• 
48. Work that takes me into other people's homes 
49. Work that invo 1 ves only a few emp l9yee:,. , • 
50 •.. Wqrk that· iqvolves various upkeep procedures 
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1.· An area of work with which you may not be familiar is that of cloth
ing services. Below are listed some of the various job titles in 
this area. Please read the list carefully. 

After reading the list, do you feel you would be interested in be
coming trained to perform one or more of these jobs? ~yes ____.no 

Check one 

If you checked yes, will you list by number the order in which you 
would choose these occupations? Number 1 should be the occupation 
you would~ desire and number 7 should be the occupation that 
you least desire. 

_____ dry cleaning assistant 
spot clothing, etc. 

receive clothing from customers, 

power sewing machine operator -- operate a power sewing 
machine 

alterationist -- change clothing sizes to fit customers 

____ dressmaker assistant 
for dressmaker 

do handwork and uncomplicated tasks 

dress design helper -- be on hand to perform tasks needed 
by dress designer 

specialized seamstress -- make specific items to sell such 
as toys, drapes, household linens 

clothing .maintenance specialist -- care for clothing, linens 
for families 

2. If a course was offered in your high school to p~epare you for 
occupations in clothing serv;i.ces, do you feel that you would enroll 
in the course? 

--- yes no 
Check one 

3. Why or why not? 



Below are listed various activities that workers in clothing services might be expected 
to do, After reading each characteristic, · 

Mark in column one (1) if the activity is one you feel you would~ to do, 
Mark in column two (2) if the activi\;y is one you .feel you would .!12.! like to do, 
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LIKE NOT LIKE 

1. 
2, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6, 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11, 
12. 
13, 
14. 

·.15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26~ 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31.. 
32. 
33. 

. 34. 
35. 
36. 
37, 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41.. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49, 
50. 

Do handwork on garments sucb as hemming or sewing on buttons 
Try new laundry products , 
Develop speed on one task. • • • • • • 
Cut out garments ••• , ••••••• 
Hear the noise of a busy establishment, 
Make no or very few .decisions •••••• 
Keep records such as meai,urements, cost lists, 
Have someone appreciate the job I do • , • , • 
Be able to write down specific instructions. 
Pres.s seams open . . . • . . . , •· 
Work o~tside my home •••••• 
Perform the same task every day. 
Straight stitch on the machine. 
Pack things neatly as for storage or for delivery. 
Work only part time ••• 
Prevent waste in my job •••• 
Cover buttons, buckles •••• 
Be able to follow instructions 

. '. 

Replace broken items on clothing such as zippers, buttons, 
Have someone instruct me on what to do next, 
Make decisions , •• 
Create new th;i.ngs, • • 
Iron clQthes . • • • • 

' ~ . . 
Work with fabrics that are exquisite in design and texture 
Make gifts ·for special occasions • ; 
Work in my own home, ••••• , •• 
Make items usable as long as possible, • 
Try new, spel;ldy methods of construe tion. · 
Work in a large room, , •• , , , , , 
Work for a family, • • • • • •••. • , • 
Think up ways to make a product sell •• 
Make new styles from out-of-date garments, 
Work with mac;h;i.nes or other. equipment, • 
Judge fit of garments, • • • • • • 
Wear comfortable c\othing to work, .• 
Operate a power sewing mach.ine • • • ·, 

. . 

Identify and distinguish between various textiles, 
Be responsible for h11ndling money •• ~ • 
Work with many different types of people 
Select sewing equipment, • , •• , • , . 
Repair clothes for men and boys.· •••• 
Promote good wi lJ. between customers and the bu s!ness 
Be under pressure to meet a certain daily quota. 
Remove spots and stains from garments, • · · .. 
Make a worn-out pocket like new •• , ·, •. ·, ••• 
Organize closets 11nd drawerr; for storing clothe11 and _linens, 
Deal with customers who may be·hard to please, • 
Work on a vari~ty of cloth;i.ng •••• : •• , •• • , 
Be in-the-know 11bout fabric finishes •••• , , , • 
Save hang. t11gs (tags attached to g11rments giving·cleaning 

insi:ructions) and follow cleaning inatructions ••••• 
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